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Abstract

This paper proposes a free-for-all execution scheme for read-write code, whether wait-free,
t-resilient, or one that utilizes set-consensus. It employs two new novel simulating techniques:
Extended-BG-Simulation, and Simulation-by-Value. Its architecture consists of 3 layers: At the
bottom, real processors just signal their participation, at the middle layer, virtual Extended-
BG-simulators execute the active codes free-for-all, and at the top layer, the original processors
cooperatively use Simulation-by-Value to simulate the virtual BG-simulators.

The Extended-BG-simulation removes a drawback from the BG-simulation. In the BG-
simulation each simulator may be interested in the output of a particular code, but the simulation
guarantees an output of some code, rather than a specific one. The modified simulation removes
this drawback. The Simulation-by-Value which subsumes the BG-simulation, allows us to show
that if in run-time disagreement happens at some point to be low it can be kept that way
afterwards.

The combination of the two simulations allows for a clean separation of concerns. It is the
BG-simulators which are programmed to decide which original code to execute next among all
active codes. The processors just pick-up BG-simulators that will progress, from a prefix of an
ordered sequence of possibly infinite simulators, with all the rest effectively faulty.

Besides many interesting ramifications of the new execution scheme, the most important
ones are that: The use of k-Set Consensus is tantamount to k-concurrency, while resiliency is
wait-free with some level of “synchrony” just at the first step.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Simulations

A distributed task assigns a set of possible output tuples to each participating set of processors.
W.l.o.g. we can assume that the input to each processor is its own id, as we can assign a processor
for each possible input. If the participating set was known to all processors in advance, then solving
a task is trivial: A processor chooses its output from some default output tuple, an output tuple
which is a function of the participating set. The problem of course is that the participating set is
not known in advance, in asynchronous system one processor may choose an output based on the
participating set it observed, while another may choose an output based on a different participating
set, it observed.

Thus, viewed in this generality, a protocol is about coordinating views on which is the current
participating set, and which processors have already output based on another participating set.
Consequently, it should be puzzling that in traditional protocols different processors have “different”
codes. Once a processor becomes participating by posting this fact in Shared-Memory (SM), then
subsequently a statement like “my id” should not be necessary, since it is a group-effort to coordinate
views about participating sets rather than an individual one. Thus one should have the ability to
relegate the use of “my id” to posting it when a processor wakes up, and testing it to know whether
an output computed belongs to itself.

We introduce a “compiler” that does just that. It takes a traditional read-write protocol code
and converts it to a free-for-all code. It proceeds in three layers: At the lower layer are the actual
processors. Their work at this layer is just to signal whether they are participating. The middle
layer consists of virtual BG-like simulators whose effective number is increased automatically as the
set of participating processors grows and decreases automatically as the execution provides output
to some processors that subsequently depart. At the top layer are the actual processors again,
free-for-all simulating By-Value the virtual BG-like processors. The crux of the paper is this last
By-Value simulation, and to a degree less so, the extension of the BG-simulation.

What is the idea of the BG-simulation [2, 4]? Simulators try to agree on a value returned by a
read of a given code in an execution. They all do read on behalf of the given simulated processor
and try to reach an agreement on a single value out of all these valid read values. It is shown in [2,4]
that there exist an agreement code such that if all simulators terminate the agreement code, then
agreement on read value is reached, else, in order to delay agreement, one simulator must be in the
middle of the agreement code. Thus to block progress on simulating a code, at least one simulator
must fail-stop. Consequently, if the number of BG-simulators is k, then at most k− 1 codes will be
blocked by simulators, allowing one code to proceed being simulated if there are more than k − 1
unblocked codes.

Assume each simulator is interested in the output of a particular exclusive single code. The
problem is that in the simulation when a code terminates, we have one less code to progress on,
thus simulator si who finished a code associated with sj may need to terminate without knowing
the output of si’s code as it is blocked by sj .

Although effectively sj , which now has an output for itself, departed, and should not block an
agreement, it does, as it may fail-stopped in the middle of an agreement code. If we could “restart”
that agreement, then either sj fail-stopped and will not interfere in subsequent agreement, or if
it will take steps it will notice it has an output and halt, again not interfering in the subsequent
agreement.
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How do we do repeated trials of agreement and still guarantee safety? The sure-fire way to
do this is by Commit-Adopt (CA) [16]. It is a wait-free code whose output is for a processor to
commit an input value, or adopt an input value. If all start with the same value, all commit the
same value. If one commits a value, all commit or adopt this value.

After BG-agreement, if all input their agreement value to CA, all will commit the agreement
value. Thus we change the rule of agreement. It is not enough to BG-agree. The value has to be
committed.

Instead of a single agreement in the BG-simulation, each agreement code now is an infinite
sequence of, BG-agreement followed by CA, followed by, BG-agreement followed by CA, etc, until
a value is committed. In normal execution the CA is invoked only after a BG-agreement is reached.
Thus in a normal execution only the first BG-agreement followed by CA will be used. On the other
hand, when a simulator has no code to progress on it invokes all pending CAs at the end of blocked
agreement protocols, in order to restart them. Since it is blocked and does not know an agreement
value it start the CA with the value it proposed to the BG-agreement.

We could have stopped here if all that was needed is a free-for-all compiler for codes that do
not use set-consensus or resiliency. With k-Set-Consensus and Resiliency, models which allow the
number of simulators to be less than the number of processors, we will have an additional task to
allocate and deallocate which codes are being simulated before the others. To separate concerns
between simulating k fixed code, and choosing which original code to introduce next after one has
terminated, we introduce the top layer. This layer will By-Value simulate BG-processors which
never terminate. It will automatically allocate and deallocate BG-simulators depending on the
disagreement among processors. A BG-simulator will be effectively deallocated by not moving its
program counter from some point on.

We assume we have infinite number of BG-simulators whose code we now simulate. Recall that
these codes are not autonomous but also read from the bottom layer, as to which code becomes
active. All simulators but few will be ignored since we will not agree on a read value for them, and
thus they will have effectively fail-stopped.

Unlike the BG-Simulation, the By-Value simulation has nothing to do with the number of
simulators, and all to do with the level of disagreement among these simulators. If in the BG-
simulation the adversary pays with a faulty simulator in order to cause a single disagreement, in
the By-Value simulation the adversary will pay with a value. Thus if we have to reach k independent
agreements and among us we have at most k values pushed, we will be able to reach at least one
agreement in the one of the k pending agreements.

Alas, unlike the BG-simulation, an agreement may not be visible to all. Thus simulators that
reached an agreement can proceed with it only if they are sure that all others know about the
agreement. I.e. an agreement needs to be “committed.” To accomplish this the simulation proceed
in iterated rounds [3]. Thus the simulation here at the least subsumes the one in [3], that shows that
iterated read-write SM can simulate regular SM. Furthermore, the simulation here is free-for-all.
Getting our hands around this simulation is the main technical difficulty to have been overcome in
this paper.

1.2 The Ramifications of the Simulations

Let T be a task. Let A(T ) be a straight-line (no “wait” statements) read write protocol intended to
solve T , and E(A(T )) be a prefix of an execution of A(T ). Processor pi is said to be participating
in E(A(T )) if its first step in A(T ) appears in E(A(T )). Processor pi is said to have terminated
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in E(A(T )) if its last step in A(T ) appears in E(A(T )). Execution prefix E(A(T )) is said to be of
limited-concurrency k if for all prefixes of E(A(T )), the number of participating processors in the
prefix minus the number of of processors that terminated in the prefix is at most k.

A task T is read-write wait-free solvable with limited-concurrency k (k-concurrent) if there is
a protocol A(T ) as above such that for all k concurrency-limited executions of A(T ), there is a
mapping from the final state of terminated processors to outputs that satisfy the task.

In [6] it is shown that for any k there is a task which is solvable read-write wait-free k-concurrent
but not k + 1 concurrent.

The construct k-Set Consensus was introduced by [5], and is a generalization of consensus.
Where in Consensus (or more precisely - Election) all processors output the same id of some
participating processor, in k-Set Consensus each processor output an id of a participating processor
such that the cardinality of the set of output ids is less equal to k.

Our first consequence is that the set of tasks solvable k-concurrently is precisely the set of tasks
solvable n-concurrently with an access the k-Set Consensus.

It makes [13] as simple corollary as it is easy to see that n processors k-concurrently can rename
into (n− k) + (2k − 1) = n + k − 1 slots, and consequently n processors with k-Set Consensus can
do so.

A task is solvable t-resiliently if at most t processors out the the n > t can fail by stopping.
Suppose that with each processor pi we associate a set of processor Ppi that includes itself of
cardinality at least n− t. If pi participates we consider all processors in Ppi as participating. Call
this assumption “at most t unknown inputs,” then a task A is t-resiliently solvable, iff it is wait-free
at most t-unknown inputs solvable. That is, the “wait” statement of t-resilient protocols can be
restricted to be the first and only statement that lets a processor wait until the participating set is
at least n− t. Once at least n− t processors participate, no other wait statement within the code
is required to solve the task.

Using the Extended-BG-Simulation we derive [19] which shows that 2-resilient tasks are unde-
cideable, as a simple corollary of the fact that 3 processors tasks are undecideable [20].

We show that the characterization of t-resiliency and the Extended-BG-Simulation resolves
Hagit Attiya’s Challenge [22]: Show that n processors t-resiliently cannot weakly rename [14] into
n + t− 1 slots.

We show that if that was true then t+ 1 processors will be able to wait-free weakly rename into
2t slots which is known to be impossible [8].

The result that k-Set Consensus is equivalent to k-concurrency resolves Rachid Guerraoui’s
question [23]: What are the set of tasks solvable k-Obstruction-free, i.e. solavble if eventually only
k processors take steps. Since then we can solve k-Set Consensus, we thus can solve any task
solvable k-concurrent. Obviously k-concurrent subsumes eventually k-concurrent which subsume
k-Obstruction-free, hence equivalence.

Finally it extends the Universality result of Herlihy [7]: Processors with k-Set Consensus can
emulate k objects with a progress guarantee on at least one of the objects. Moreover, this simulation
is wait-free in the sense that on objects on which there is progress no processor which proposes
operations will be starved.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we describe the Extended-BG
simulation in more detail. In the section that follows we do the same for the Simulation-by-Value.
We then discuss the Corollaries of the simulations, and we end with Conclusion section.
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2 The Extended-BG Simulation

The BG-Simulation was introduced in [2], and analyzed in detail in [4].
The simulation allows simulators to execute a SWMR SM code for n processors in a free-for-all

manner without pre-allocating codes to simulators.
The BG-simulation allows simulators to cooperatively push the program counters of the simu-

lated codes. To push a counter across a read command, the simulators read on the behalf of the
code. This read happens while other simulators may move the program counters of other simulated
codes. If processor pi executed the code that is what it might have returned. Thus all the values
simulators propose for a read are valid values. The problem is to agree on a single one.

In the BG-simulation processors reach an agreement on a single value via a non-wait-free pro-
tocol, Here’s an example of one: A simulator sj posts it proposal value propj in SM. It then takes
a snapshot of all posted proposals to obtain a vector of proposals prop − snapj . It then posts
prop − snapj in SM. It now waits until all processors whose proposals appear in prop − snapj , to
post their respective snapshots. It outputs the proposal of the lowest id simulator whose proposal
appears in the smallest snapshot posted.

The protocol has the following properties:

1. If all simulators that appear in some snapshot reach the “wait-statement” then all can output,

2. all simulators output the same proposal,

3. if a simulator at the “wait-statement” has no output then another simulator has started the
protocol and is not yet at the “wait-statement,” and,

4. if all simulators start with the same proposal then they (wait-free) output that proposal.

A instance of the use of the simulation [2] was to show that if n processors 1-resilient in SM
can solve consensus, then 2 processors wait-free can.

Reference [4] raised the question of what the simulation is good for? Obviously it is good in the
case of (set) consensus when an output for one code can serve as an output for the others. What
when different codes can result in different outputs? Can a simulator exclusively associate some
code output as “his” and be guaranteed to terminate wait-free? The answer currently is no, as the
code that si is interested in, may be blocked by sj .

We amend the BG-Simulation to resolve this problem.
The new agreement protocol is a sequence of CA-Extended-BG-agreement protocols. A CA-

Extended-BG-agreement protocol is a BG-agreement protocol followed by Commit-Adopt [16]. The
CA problem is as follows:

1. If all participating processors propose the same value then they all Commit to that value,

2. if a processor Commits to a value then all other Commit or Adopt that value.

The CA problem can be solved in SWMR SM wait-free in 2 rounds [16].
The simulation scheme now become as follows: A simulator does the standard BG-agreement

simulation. If the BG-agreement is resolved, a simulator outputs it only if it is successful in
Committing the proposal through the subsequent CA. If it Commits a value then this value is
its output of the Extended-BG-agreement, else, it continues to the subsequent CA-Extended-BG-
agreement, either with its adopted value, or with its previous proposal, if it did not adopt one.
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What if it is blocked on a BG-agreement? As usual it tries other agreements. When it is
blocked on all codes either because a code is at a wait-statement, has terminated or the agreement
is blocked, it then proposes its last proposal to the appropriate version of CA succeeding the
unresolved BG-agreement. It does this to all unresolved agreements. If it Commits to a value the
CA-extended-BG-agreement is resolved, if it does not commit, it continues to the next copy of an
agreement with the adopted proposal if it did adopt one, or its previous proposal, otherwise. A
resolution of an extended-BG-agreement is always only through Committing in a CA.

Obviously, the safety of the agreement protocol now follows from the safety of the CA. To
see liveness, ie, that si will be able to terminate the code it is associated with, assume that each
simulator is exclusively associate with a code. A simulator whose code has terminated can depart.
Thus, if si code is blocked, and it cannot continue simulating, by pigeon-hole, there must be a
blocking simulator sj somewhere whose code has terminated. Since si now shifts agreement to
subsequent copy, then if sj continues to be dead, it will not interfere in the new agreement, if it
does continue to take steps, we now interleave the start of CA with checking whether an output is
available. If an output is available a processor departs, thus sj will observe its output, will depart,
and consequently not interfere in the subsequent agreement.

Since with each invocation of CA which does not result commitment of a value one simulator will
depart, then the number of BG-agreement followed by CA that will ever be used for one agreement
is bounded by the number of simulators.

3 Simulation-by-Value

The concurrency of our Simulation-by-Value is determined by number of distinct “proposals” rather
the the number of simulators. The number of simulated codes that will take further steps adjusts
to the number of proposals, thus to avoid carrying around some upper bound on the number of
processors and codes we assume infinitely many of them to capture any finite number.

In the BG-simulation if we do not agree on a read value for code, it “costs” the adversary to
cause the disagreement - it loses one simulator and we proceed with less. In the Simulation-By-
Value we have proposed values playing the role of simulators. To disagree, there must be more
than single value proposed for that read. We then proceed to the next read with one less value to
propose. The smallest ranked value “stays behind.” This technique was first use in [12]

We assume infinite number of codes code1, code2, ... for an infinite number of processors p1.p2, ....,
respectively.. The codes which are straight-line read-write SWMR-SM codes, are not autonomous.
In our grand simulation the codes we simulate now are the codes of BG-simulators and they in turn
will read which original code are participating. Hence we model this by assuming that the codes
also read some external background executing application which is independent of the codes.

Inductively each simulator sj has a view of where the program-counter of each code is. This
is encoded in a set we call committedj . As in the BG-simulation we can assume the counters
are always on a read. These are the reads the simulator want to execute next. Some reads are
suspected by sj to have been committed by some other simulators, a suspicion that also carries
a value for these read’s. These reads together with sj ’s committed set, are kept in a set called
adoptedj .

The simulation proceed in rounds. A simulator sj whose committed set is identical to his
adopted set, proposes a read value for all the reads pointed to by its simulated program-counter.
The value of these proposed reads has two components: The first is the state of the simulated codes
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implied by committedj . The second is state, it reads, of the underlying application. Important
invariant of the simulation is that two simulators at the same round whose committed set is identical
to their adopted set, have the same committed set, and it is the largest committed set in the round.
Consequently the first component of the read is common to all these simulators. A proposed read
value is accompanied by the code it appears in, its position in the code, the committed and adopted
set of the proposer, and finally the proposer’s id.

The adopted set is maintained to be a superset equal to the committed set. An adopted
read which is not committed by the simulator, is a read that the simulator suspects that some
other simulator committed. We will maintain that every committed read at a simulator is either
committed or adopted by all. Since for each code we will go through agreement to get at most one
value of a read to try to commit, consequently adopted sets will not conflict with each other. A
value for a read in one adopted set, is either the same in the other, or the other does not yet have
a value for that read.

The heart of the Simulation-by-Value is Algorithm 3. It finds a code and a read command in
the code for which a simulator returns a value. No other simulator will return a different value for
this read. Yet some simulators may lack a value for that read as they return value for another
read. Furthermore, all the reads which have been committed previously by some processors, have
to be committed by all by the end of the round.

There are two kind of proposals for read values: New - a read value that is proposed for the
first time. These are the one proposed by a simulator which has the committed set identical to the
adopted set. New proposals have a value for one read in each code. The other kind is Old - a set
read value associated with some codes and a p.c.’s, rather than all. These are values carried from
the past, have been adopted but not committed by the proposer. Any Old proposal, inductively,
contains at the least all the previously committed reads which have not yet been committed by the
proposer.

Algorithm 3 mediates how simulators will agree on values for some reads.
Simulators try to obtain values for code1, code2, code3, ... in order until a termination condition

occurs. They all post their proposals set, in the context of determining a value for code1. If only
a single New proposal was posted, or few but they agree, with no Old proposal posted, then the
value implied for code1 is returned and the observing simulators terminates. If only New proposals
were posted but they disagree, no value is returned for code1, and the simulator proceed to the
context of code 2, changing its proposal to the one that carries the highest proposer id. Thus, the
lowest id proposal ever posted for code 1 will not proceed to code 2.

Remember that Old proposals do not conflict among themselves. A simulator that observes
only Old proposals at code 1 will have at most one value to return for code 1 if at all. If the Old
proposal does not have a value for code 2 or higher, the simulator terminate. If it has value for
code 2 or higher, it proceed with the Old proposal to code 2.

Suppose a simulator observes Old proposals and New proposals. If the value in the Old proposals
has been committed by some simulator and just adopted by the proposer, then since the New
proposal comes from a simulator with the largest committed set, it has this value in is committed
set. Since simulators then update their committed set, the adopted value posted will become
committed.

Old proposals have priority over New proposals, but only under the condition that the Old pro-
posals carry values for a read beyond the current code. Otherwise among New proposals simulators
observe, they proceed with the New proposal which has the largest serial number.
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A simulator is done when it is at a code where there are only New values and they do not
conflict, and if there is an Old proposal, it has no values for read beyond the current code. Once
done it tries to make all simulators aware of the values it acquired, kept in tmpadoptj . These values
do not conflict with values other acquired, but they may not be known to others. Thus, it tries to
commit these values in, using Algorithm 4.

To that end it goes through two rounds: In the first round it posts tmpadoptj in SM, and then
snapshots the values written. In the second round it posts its snapshot, and then snapshots all
the posted snapshots. For simulator sj call the smallest snapshot it sees be min − snapj and the
largest one max− snapj . It “commits” the additional read values in min− snapj which it was not
aware of. It “adopts” the of the read values in max− snapj , together with it new committed set,
to be its new adopted set.

Inductively, assume that at the beginning of a round any adopted set is a superset of any
committed set. Also assume that all sets have together at most single value for all reads which
appear in any of the sets. The most important observation to make is that if a value is in some
committed set, at the end of the round it will be in all committed sets. This follows from our
inductive assumption. A simulator that does not have the value committed must have it adopted.
Thus it will propose it in an Old proposal. All Old proposals will include that value. Thus if any
Old proposal set is committed for the code, that value will be committed. If a New proposal is seen
for the code, its committed set by virtue of its maximality contains the adopted value and thus the
adopted value will now be committed.

Our rule for introducing a New proposal is that the proposer adopted set is equal to its commit-
ted set. By the inductive assumption that any adopted set is an upper bound on any committed
set, it must be that this committed set is the largest in this round, and hence include the committed
value.

To see that the assumption is maintained notice that any new value committed at the round
is either committed or adopted by others. This follows since the committed values are taken from
min− snap and the adopted values is adopted from max− snap and any max− snap is superset
of any min− snap. This is true when the first set is posted, and from there on max− snap does
not decrease and min− snap does not increase.

To see the linearization of the simulation, we consider the read time of any committed read to
be at the time that value was first introduced (and either committed or adopted). When it was
introduced first its value is the maximum size committed set at that round. Thus all new values
introduced at the same round read the same committed set. Since we are in the round by round
model logically all simulators synchronize at the end of the round, and thus the next round has
happened logically strictly in time after this round. We observe that the maximum set in a round
if it exists can only increase, thus a new value that will be introduced in subsequent rounds will
read a superset of the current committed set.

The linearization of the write happens when the value is committed first. In the next round
the maximum committed set has to include it, and therefore any new read introduced will read it.
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Algorithm 1 By-Value Simulation
1: Initially: adopted∗ = committed∗ = ∅
2: committed∗, adopted∗, tmpadopt∗ sets of elements sread(value, code, pc)
3: propSet∗ set of vread(value, code, pc, committed, adopted, serial)
4: Global Variable Changed by the environment: ExtState
5:

6: round := 1
7: while no output value for proci in external app do
8: propose-read-setround(committedi, adoptedi, propSeti)
9: agree-on-reads-for-codesround(committedi, adoptedi, propSeti, tmpadopti)

10: new-committed-adopted round(committedi, adoptedi, tmpadopti)
11: round := round + 1
12: end while

Algorithm 2 propose read set one value for each code
1: propose-read-setround(committedi, adoptedi, propSeti)
2: ∀m pcm(i) := |{sread ∈ committedi|sread.code = m}|+ 1
3: if adoptedi = committedi then
4: extStatei := Snapshot(ExtState)
5: propSeti := {vread((committedi, extState), m, pcm(i), committedi, adoptedi, i) : m =

1, 2, · · · }
6: else
7: propSeti := {vread(sread.value, sread.code, sread.pc , committedi, adoptedi, i) : ∀sread ∈

adoptedi − committedi}
8: end if
9: return propSeti

4 Corollaries

4.1 k-concurrency = k-obstruction-free = k-Set-Consensus

The first Corollary is that the set of tasks that are solvable by each of the models in the topic
are identical. Our simulation shows the k-Set-Consensus can implement k-concurrent execution.
This follows since the number of distinct proposals at the Simulation-by-Value layer is at most k.
Inductively the the adopted reads which are not committed are for at most k − 1 reads out of the
first k codes. Since the number of New proposals are at most k (via k-Set Consensus), we lose
one New proposal for each code, and one code has no adopted value proposed for it, consequently
only the first k virtual BG-simulators will ever take a step. It is easy to see that with at most k
BG-simulators we can program them to execute in a fashion that at most k original codes have
their program-counter neither at the beginning nor at the end. Hence, k-concurrent execution.

One the other hand k-Set-Consensus is a task which is solvable k-concurrently, hence the equiv-
alence of the models.

To see equivalence with k-obstruction-free, notice that if a task is solvable k-obstruction-free
it is obviously solvable k-concurrently, while on the other hand k-Set-Consensus is a task which
is solvable k-obstruction-free. Just do repeated CA for k-Set-Consensus until committing. When
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Algorithm 3 agree-on-reads-for-codes
1: agree-on-reads-for-codesround(committedi, adoptedi, propSeti, tmpadopti)
2: rr := 1, x∗(∗) = ∅, tmpadopt∗ = ∅
3: loop
4: comment: Agree on value for code rr if possible
5: xrr(i) := propSeti
6: SnapProprr(i) := Snapshot(xrr(∗))
7: Proprr(i) := {vread : ∃j, propSetj ∈ SnapProprr(i), vread ∈ propSetj , vread.code = rr}
8: committedi := committedi ∪ {vread.committed : vread ∈ Proprr(i)}
9: if |{vread.value : vread ∈ Proprr(i)}| = 1 then

10: tmpadopti := tmpadopti ∪ {sread(vread.value, vread.code, vread.pc) : ∀vread ∈
Proprr(i)}

11: end if
12:

13: comment: Choose propSeti to proceed with to code rr + 1
14: if ∃propSetj ∈ SnapProprr(i), vread ∈ propSetj , vread.adopted 6=

vread.committed, vread.code > rr then
15: propSeti := propSetj
16: else
17: if ∃vread ∈ Proprr(i) : vread.committed = vread.adopted,∧|Proprr(i)| > 1 then
18: propSeti := propSetj where j = maxl(propSetl ∈ SnapProprr(i),∃vread ∈

propSetl, vread.committed = vread.adopted, l = vread.serial)
19: end if
20: else
21: return tampadopti
22: end if
23: rr := rr + 1
24: end loop

Algorithm 4 new-committed-adopted
1: new-committed-adopted round(committedi, adoptedi, tmpadopti)
2: initially: x∗ = y∗ = z∗ = ∅
3: xi := tmpadopti
4: yi := Snapshot(x∗)
5: zi := Snapshot(y∗)
6: min− snapi := {yl ∈ zi : |yl| 6= 0,∀yj , |yj | 6= 0, |yl| ≤ |yj |}
7: max− snapi := {yl ∈ zi : |yl| ≥ |yj |∀yj ∈ zi}
8: committedi := committedi ∪ (∪min− snapi)
9: adoptedi := committedi ∪ (∪max− snapi)

10: return committedi, adoptedi

concurrency is down to less or equal k, the CA will succeed.
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4.2 t-resilient = wait-free with initial single wait statement

Each processor waits for a snapshot of at least n− t inputs. Thus there are at most t + 1 distinct
snapshots, in the underlying application that the BG-simulator read. From there on the simulation
can proceed, with at most t + 1 BG-simulators in the middle layer, and the simulation does not
involve any “wait-statement.”

4.3 Attiya’s Challenge

Hagit Attiya posed the following question [22]: We know [?] that given 2n− 1 processors, there is
no algorithm that will let any n of them rename into 2n − 2 slots (Weak-Renaming). Show that
if the system is (n− 1) + t-resilient, there is no algorithm that will let any n of them rename into
n + (t− 1) slots.

We show that if you do the latter, then you can solve Weak-Symmetry-Breaking (WSB) [21],
known to be impossible, and is equivalent to Weak-Renaming [21].

Let the t+1 BG-simulators correspond to any t+1 processors in p1, ..., p2t+1. When pi arrives it
activates its code, and then codes for p2(t+1), ..., p2t+1+(n−(t−1)), i.e. it activates the next n− (t− 1)
codes following the codes for p2t+1. Of course all of these codes or some may have been activated
by now by other BG-simulators. By the Extended-BG-Simulation a simulator will get an output
for its code, and by the time its get stuck, with an output to its code, there are at most t codes
with no output.

The missing outputs may be outputs of codes “associated with simulators,” or codes in the
extra n− (t− 1) codes which do not correspond to simulators. Thus if we rename into n + (t− 1),
there are at most t + (t− 1) slots which are not acquired by an output.

If pi has slot j and sees no output for another simulator then on the left or right of slot j there
is less than t empty slots, and on the other side more then t− 1 slots. It chooses the side with less
than t slots.

If pi sees an output l for another simulator, then if j is to the left of j it chooses “left” and if to
the right, it chooses “right.” The simulator with slot l may be arbitrary among the other simulator
that may have post an output.

If no simulator observed itself alone with an output, then the leftmost simulator must output
“left” while the rightmost simulator must output “right.”

If a simulator observed itself alone, assume w.l.o.g. it chose “left,” then there are less then t
empty slots to the left of it. Thus it cannot be the rightmost simulator and that rightmost simulator
will later choose “right.”

Thus, some simulators will choose “left” with some simulators will choose “right” which solves
WSB.

For n + t slots the proof breaks down since when simulator sees only it output there are 2t
empty slots and t can be on one side, and t on the other.

4.4 2-resilient Tasks are Undecidable

The result in [19] is now with the Extended-BG-Simulation an easy corollary of [20,25]. The former
says that there is no algorithm that will take as an input a task on n processors and will output
whether it is solvable 2-resiliently. The latter result say that there is no such algorithm for tasks
on 3. Obviously the latter follows from the former. Here we show that the former follows from the
latter.
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Let T be a task on 3 processors. Build a task T (2) on n processors, where the outputs for
processors 1,2 and 3, are respectively outputs in T . Other processors are allowed to have any
output of 1, or 2, or 3, as long as the corresponding processor is participating. It is easy to see
that a 2-resilient read-write code to solve T (2) can be used by 3 simulators to solve T wait-free,
and vice-versa, a wait-free read-write solution to T can be used by n processors 2-resilient as a
solution to T (2). Hence an algorithm to decide n processors 2-resilient tasks will decide tasks for
3 processors wait-free.

4.5 Herlihy’s Universality for k-objects

Using BG-simulation k processors can progress on agreeing on a sequence of commands for at least
one object out of k. With k-Set-Consensus we can simulate k BG-simulators. The no-starvation
property is achieved in the same manner as in [7]. Herlihy’s Universality is the above statement
when k = 1.

5 Conclusions

This paper introduces two powerful simulation schemes. These simulations show consensus and
resiliency are just form of wait-freedom. Further reducing the curse of “model proliferation,”
and supporting the Thesis that all models are just a restricted form of the wait-free model. In
these terms we derived characterizations of the t-resilient models and the models that use k-Set
Consensus objects. We further showed how the new simulations help resolve questions whose answer
was unknown, or allow to easily derive results that needed in the past a whole paper to derive. We
expect that these simulations will be extensively used in the future. Last but not least it puts some
sense behind a question asked invariably by students taking a distributed algorithms class: “Do all
programs, one for each processor, have to be the same?” This question should not be dismissed
anymore as making no sense, even if the task is not anonymous.

In hindsight, all the results in this paper can be derived, or have been partially derived, from
the topological characterization of wait-free asynchronous computing [3, 8, 24]. It is so much more
illuminating to use the semantics of read and write when it can be done.

Acknowledgment Yehuda Afek helped with the writing of an earlier draft of this paper. The
germination of this paper as well as [12] is from my work with Petr Kuznetsov, where the 2-fronts
agreement was realized - 2 processors read-write wait-free can resolve at least one of two independent
simultaneous consensus. Thanks are due to Hagit and Rachid for the questions answered in this
paper.
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